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Chrome Comet Deco Cylinder Covers - Yamaha XVS 1900
Roadliner-Stratoliner-Raider
It is important to use Blue Loctite on all threaded hardware used in the
installation of this kit.

Revision: 1.2 - 01/16/2017
Install Time: 15 Minutes
INCLUDED IN THE KIT:
(2) Large Zip Ties

(2) M6-1.0x16mm SS Socket Head

(4) M6-1.0x20mm SS Socket Head

(2) Chrome Comet Deco Covers

(2) M8-1.0x16mm SS Socket Head

(1) BA-7624-01 Right Mount

(2) M6-1.0x12mm SS Socket Head

(1) BA-7624-00 Left Mount

TOOLS REQUIRED:
M4, M5, M6 Allen Wrenches

Blue Loctite

INSTRUCTIONS:
These Comet Deco covers attach to the upper motor mounts between the cylinders. They are for use if you have
installed Barons "Super-Flow" Stealth Air Intake System for the XVS1900 Roadliner-Stratoliner-Raider. If
you opted to remove the faux stock air cleaner boxes from the left and right side of the engine during the install,
this kit will hide the area where the coils fuel vacuum regulator, hoses, wires, AIS tubes and the lower portion
of the throttle bodies are located.
1. With the chrome faux air cleaner covers removed you need to use the long zip ties to lift and hold the wiring
that is exposed on the right side of the engine. Lift these wires and route them up as high as you can. Run the
long zip tie in and around these wires and the throttle body to draw them up high and tight so they are less
visible.
2. Take the BA-7624-01 right mount and (2)M6-1.0x12mm bolts and apply Blue Loctite to the threads and
attach the mount to the threaded M6 holes in the exposed black upper engine mount between the cylinders. You
will note the mount has an integrated spacer which should be attached to the rear of the mount.
3. Take (2) M6-1.0x20mm bolts and place Blue Loctite on the threads, then insert them into the two holes in the
mid mount section. Align the Chrome Deco Cover against the mount and thread the bolts into the holes. You
will note the holes on the right side can only line up one way. Tighten the bolts firmly.
4. Take the BA-7624-00 left mount and (2) M6-1.0x16mm bolts [Raiders use (2) M8-1.0x16mm bolts] and place
Blue Loctite on the threads, then use them to attach the mount to the two horizontal holes towards the center of
the upper motor mount. Tighten these bolts.
5. Take (2) M6-1.0x20mm bolts and place Blue Loctite on the threads. Take the Chrome Comet Deco Covers
and notice the two horizontal rows of parallel holes on the rear. Select the row that places the cover at the
height you prefer and then thread the M6 bolts and tighten them in place.

Our install guides provide a basic outline on the proper installation of our products. Further tuning and/or
fitment may be required. Barons bears no responsibility on installation costs associated with this product.
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